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Does your childHave difficulty falling asleep?Wake in the middle of the night?Suffer sleep

terrors, sleepwalking, or nighttime fears?Have difficulty waking for school or staying awake in

class?Snore, wet the bed, or head bang?In the first major revision of his bestselling,

groundbreaking classic since it was published twenty years ago, Dr. Richard Ferber, the

nation's foremost authority on children's sleep problems, delivers safe, sound ideas for helping

your child fall and stay asleep at night and perform well during the day.Incorporating new

research, Dr. Ferber provides important basic information that all parents should know

regarding the nature of sleep and the development of normal sleep and body rhythms

throughout childhood. He discusses the causes of most sleep problems from birth to

adolescence and recommends an array of proven solutions for each so that parents can

choose the strategy that works best for them. Topics covered in detail include:Bedtime

difficulties and nighttime wakingsEffective strategies for napsSleep schedule abnormalitiesA

balanced look at co-sleepingNew insights into the nature of sleep terrors and

sleepwalkingProblems in setting limitsSleep apnea, narcolepsy, bed-wetting, and head

bangingSolve Your Child's Sleep Problems offers priceless advice and concrete help for a

whole new generation of anxious, frustrated, and overtired parents.
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Second EditionWhen the first edition of this book appeared in 1985, the medical field devoted

to the treatment of sleep disorders in children was new. Still, over the years, the basic

information I presented on the nature of sleep and sleep problems in children has remained

sound, and the techniques I described to help children with sleep problems have proven to be

well conceived and practical. The value of these approaches has been confirmed repeatedly,

not only at our sleep disorders center in Boston but at many others—and by many different

professionals—around the world. Most of the comments I have received from families who

carefully read and then applied the techniques outlined in the first edition have expressed

gratitude, with parents thanking me for helping them find a solution to a sleep problem that had

been going on for months or years.So why did I see the need, twenty years later, for this

revised and considerably expanded edition? There are three main reasons.The first reason is

to correct some widespread misconceptions regarding my methods and their application. My

goals have always been to help parents understand the nature of sleep and of childhood sleep



problems, determine the causes of their own child’s sleep difficulties, and choose or design an

appropriate treatment program that fits their own philosophy of child rearing. I have always

believed that the more you understand about your child’s sleep problems, the more humane

and effective you can be in solving them. A child may cry repeatedly each night, for example,

but until parents understand why that is happening and institute proper treatment, they may be

unable to resolve it in a way they find satisfactory.Despite my efforts in the first edition to

communicate these goals, it became clear that they were not always understood as I had

intended. Many people thought I recommended a single method to treat all sleep problems,

regardless of the nature of the problems, their causes, or the parenting styles and wishes of

the family. Even worse, the particular method they refer to (only one of many approaches

described in this book) has sometimes been incorrectly described as the same “cry it out”

method that my suggested techniques were meant to counter. Simply leaving a child in a crib

to cry for long periods alone until he falls asleep, no matter how long it takes, is not an

approach I approve of. On the contrary, many of the approaches I recommend are designed

specifically to avoid unnecessary crying. Most of the sleep problems discussed in this book can

be corrected without any crying at all or, if the child is already crying at night, by rapidly

reducing it. In the one case where some crying may be necessary—when undesirable nightly

practices or habits must be changed—crying can be kept to a minimum.In this edition I have

attempted to make it much clearer that there are many different sleep problems, that

apparently identical sleep problems may have different causes in different children, and that a

single sleep problem may have multiple contributing causes. To properly choose a treatment,

one must take all these factors into account. Each problem and cause may require a different

treatment (what works well for one problem may be inappropriate for another), and all

component causes may have to be treated (a partial solution is no solution at all). In addition,

often a number of treatment options are available, some of which fit a particular child’s needs

or personality and his or her parents’ desires better than others. I have tried to present more of

these choices so that you, the reader, can find an approach you believe appropriate and are

comfortable with, whether you live in a big home or small, sleep separately or together, or have

one child or many; and whether your child is nervous or confident, cooperative or difficult,

outgoing or shy.The second reason for this new edition is to better address topics that were

discussed inadequately in the original. Questions from parents have helped me identify topics

that needed to be expanded, such as co-sleeping, naps, sleep problems in twins, and travel to

different time zones. (The omission of co-sleeping from the original version, apart from a

regrettably brief reference that only repeated the conventional attitude of the day, was

unfortunate, given the importance of the issue to many parents.) This edition covers such

topics in the detail they deserve.Finally, in this revision I have added new information drawn

from the last twenty years’ experience, study, and scientific discoveries. We now have more

accurate information than we did in 1985 about children’s sleep requirements, and we know

more about the biological clock and its effects on sleep and alertness, about sleep terrors and

related problems, and about medical issues such as bedwetting, sleep apnea, and narcolepsy.

Through my work with thousands of families, I can now offer a number of new methods for

treating a variety of common sleep problems.How to Use This BookSleep problems are rather

complex by nature, and to understand and treat them, you need to know a little bit about how

sleep works. Although you may be tempted to skip directly to the chapters describing a

particular problem of interest to you, I suggest that you begin—regardless of the type of sleep

problem you hope to solve—by reading the four general introductory chapters on sleep and

sleep rhythms: the three chapters in Part I and Chapter 9, “Schedules and Rhythms,” in Part III.



These chapters give you the background information you will need to understand most of what

appears in other chapters.You will be best equipped to understand any problem if you also

read through most of the remaining chapters. At least skim through them quickly and go back

for a closer read once you’ve identified the most relevant material. Many children have more

than one sleep problem, and sleep problems are often interconnected. For instance, although

the most common cause of sleeplessness in young children—poor sleep associations—is

addressed in a single chapter, you may not be able to treat it successfully unless you take into

account material from the chapters on limit setting, fears, schedules, or partial wakings. If your

child has sleep terrors, you may need to understand the impact of habits and schedules on

your child’s symptoms before you can help effectively. And you cannot always deal properly

with a problem of limit setting unless you also take into account your child’s anxiety or an

inappropriate bedtime.Some more specific suggestions follow.For a sleepless child (including a

child who exhibits sleepwalking, sleep terrors, or head banging):In addition to the introductory

chapters, read over much of the material from Parts II, III, and IV before deciding what the

problem is and embarking on a treatment program. At a minimum, read Chapters 4 and 5 on

sleep associations and limit setting, Chapters 10 and 11 on schedule disorders, and Chapters

13 and 14 on partial wakings and nightmares.If your child is still feeding at night, also read

Chapter 6.If your child is frightened at night, also read Chapter 7.If your child is colicky or has

another underlying medical problem, read Chapter 8.If your child is still napping, or should be

but isn’t, read Chapter 12.If your child rocks or bangs his head at night, read Chapter 16.If your

child snores, read Chapter 17.For a child who is sleepy during the day:Since sleepiness is

most commonly caused by insufficient sleep or an inappropriate schedule, start by reading

through the same chapters suggested above for dealing with a sleepless child.In addition, read

Part V.For a child who wets the bed:Focus on Chapter 15For a child whose main problem is

snoring:Focus on Chapter 17.If you base your interventions on the contents of a single chapter

and then find that the problems do not resolve quickly, you should stop what you are doing and

finish reading the chapters suggested before you proceed any further.Comment on Case

HistoriesAs in the first edition, many examples are presented using actual patient histories.

Many new ones are included in this edition. Some of the original stories have been retained

from the first edition, sometimes with modifications, with some of the names changed to fit

contemporary usage. A few of the patients described are composites of several children;

however, all descriptions are based on real patients.Richard FerberNewton, Massachusetts,

2006Part IYour Child’s SleepChapter 1At the End of Your RopeThe most frequent calls I

receive at the Center for Pediatric Sleep Disorders at Children’s Hospital Boston are from

parents whose children are sleeping poorly. When the parent on the phone begins by saying “I

am at the end of my rope” or “We are at our wits’ end,” I can almost always predict what will be

said next.Typically, the couple or single parent has a young child (often their first) who is

between five months and four years old. The child does not fall asleep readily at night or wakes

repeatedly during the night, or both. The parents are tired, frustrated, and often angry. Their

own relationship has become tense, and they are wondering whether there is something

inherently wrong with their child and whether they are unfit parents.In most cases the parents

have had lots of advice from friends, relatives, and even their pediatrician on how to handle the

situation. “Let him cry; you’re just spoiling him,” they are told, or “That’s just a phase; wait until

she outgrows it.” They don’t want to wait, but they are beginning to wonder if they will have to,

since despite all their efforts and strategies the sleep problem persists. Often, the more the

parents do to try and solve the problem, the worse it gets. Sooner or later they ask themselves,

“How long do I let my child cry—all night?” And if the child gets up four, five, or six times a



night, “Will this phase pass before we collapse from exhaustion?”Everything seems pretty

hopeless at first. If your child isn’t sleeping well or has other problems that worry and frustrate

you—such as sleep terrors, bedwetting, nightmares, or loud snoring—it won’t take long for you

to feel as if you’re at the end of your rope, too.Let me assure you that there is hope. With

almost all of these children, we are able at least to reduce the sleep disturbance significantly,

and usually we can eliminate the problem entirely. The information in this book will help you

identify the type and cause of your child’s particular disturbance, and it will give you a variety of

practical ways of solving the problem.When a family visits the Sleep Center, I meet with the

parents and child together and learn all I can about the child’s problem. How often does it

arise, and how long has it lasted? What are the episodes like? How do the parents handle the

child at bedtime and during the nighttime wakings? Is there a family history of sleep problems,

and are there social factors that might be contributing to the problem? Given this detailed

history, a physical examination, and, in certain cases, laboratory study, it is usually possible to

identify the disorder and its causes. At that point I can begin to work with the family to help

them solve their child’s sleep problem.At the Sleep Center, our methods of treatment for the

“sleepless child” rarely include medication. Instead, I work with the family to set up new

schedules, routines, and ways of handling their child. Often the child’s biological rhythms may

need normalizing, or at least his sleep-wake schedule may need to be changed. He may have

to learn to associate new conditions with falling asleep or get used to fewer and smaller

nighttime feedings. The family may have to learn how to set appropriate limits on the child’s

behavior, and the child may need an incentive to cooperate. And any anxiety in the child (or

parent) must be taken into account. I always negotiate the specifics of the plan with the family.

It is important that they agree with the approach and feel confident that they will be able to

follow through consistently. As much as possible, I offer choices. The best solution frequently

differs considerably from family to family, and from one culture or social group to another. If the

child is old enough, we include him in the negotiations. Thus we use a consistent and firm but

fair technique tailored to the particular sleep problem and to the needs and desires of the child

and family.Sleep problems are rarely the result of poor parenting. Nor (with a few exceptions)

are they part of a “normal phase” that must be waited (and waited, and waited) out. Finally,

there is usually nothing physically or mentally wrong with the child himself. Most parents are

immensely reassured to know that sleep problems are common in all types of families and

social environments, and that most children with such problems respond well to treatment.In

certain cases, such as in sleep apnea or, less often, in bedwetting, medical factors may be

involved, and our intervention may include medication or surgery. Emotional factors may play a

role in other instances, such as in the sleepiness of depression, recurrent nightmares in an

anxious child, sleep terrors in the adolescent, and extreme nighttime fears. Here it is important

to identify the source of these feelings and deal with them satisfactorily so the sleep problems

can resolve. Sometimes professional counseling is recommended.How well your child sleeps

from the early months affects not only his behavior during the day but also your feelings about

him. I have often heard parents say, “He is such a good baby. We even have to wake him for

feedings.” Although the parents are really just commenting on the baby’s ability to sleep, they

may start thinking that their baby is “good” in the moral sense.It is easy to see how this

distinction can influence the way you relate to your child. If your child does not sleep well, he

may well be making your life miserable. It isn’t hard to think of such a child as a “bad” baby. You

will probably feel enormously frustrated, helpless, worried, and angry if you have to listen to

crying every night, get up repeatedly, and lose a great deal of your own much-needed sleep. If

your child’s sleep disturbance is severe enough, your frustration and fatigue will carry over into



your daytime activities, and you are bound to feel increasingly tense with your child, spouse,

family, and friends. If this is the case in your home, you will be pleased to learn that your child

is almost certainly capable of sleeping much better than he is now, letting you get a good

night’s sleep yourself. To make that happen, you need to learn how to identify your child’s

problem; then you can begin to solve it.The case studies in this book are based on my

experience at the Sleep Center. The discussions of these cases, along with descriptions of the

underlying sleep disorders and explanations of the methods of solving them, will help you

identify, understand, and deal with your own child’s sleep problem.Can a Child Just Be a “Poor

Sleeper”?Parents often believe that if their child is a restless sleeper or can’t seem to settle

down at night, it’s because he is by nature a poor sleeper or doesn’t need as much sleep as

other children of the same age. These beliefs are almost never true. Virtually all children

without major medical or neurological disorders have the ability to sleep well. They can go to

bed at an appropriate time, fall asleep within minutes, and stay asleep until a reasonable hour

in the morning. And while it is normal for a child (or an adult) to wake briefly a few times during

the night, these arousals should last only a few seconds or minutes and the child should go

back to sleep easily on his own.In fact, the mistaken belief that your child is unable to sleep

normally can have a strong influence on how his sleep pattern develops from the day you bring

him home from the hospital. I have seen many parents who were told by the nurse in the

maternity ward, “Your baby hardly sleeps at all. You’re in for trouble!” Because parents like

these are led to believe their child is a poor sleeper and there isn’t anything they can do about

it, they allow him to develop poor sleep habits; they don’t think it is possible for him to develop

good ones. As a result, the whole family suffers terribly. Yet almost all of these children are

potentially fine sleepers, and with just a little intervention they can learn to sleep well.It is true

that children differ in their ability to sleep. Some children are excellent sleepers from birth. In

the early weeks they may have to be wakened for feedings. As they grow older, not only do

they continue to sleep well, but it becomes difficult to wake them even if one tries. They sleep

soundly at night in a variety of situations: bright or dark, quiet or noisy, calm or chaotic. They

can tolerate an occasional disruption of their sleep schedules, and they sleep well even during

periods of emotional stress.Other children seem inherently more susceptible to having their

sleep patterns disrupted. Any change in bedtime routines—an illness, a hospitalization, or the

presence of houseguests—can cause their sleep patterns to worsen. Even when these

children have always been considered “non-sleepers,” we usually find that they, too, can sleep

quite satisfactorily once we have made appropriate changes in their routines, schedules,

surroundings, or interactions within the family. Such children may still have occasional nights of

poor sleep, but if the new routines are followed consistently, normal patterns will return

quickly.There are, of course, children who sleep very poorly for reasons we have as yet been

unable to identify; however, these problems are extremely uncommon and account for only a

tiny percentage of the children we see with difficulty sleeping. For these few, our usual

behavioral treatments may help very little or not at all, and medication may even be required. If

your child is up a great deal in the night, it may be tempting to assume that he is one of these

genuinely poor sleepers. But that is almost certainly not the case. Such instances of truly poor

sleep ability are quite rare among otherwise normal young children. In all probability your

child’s sleep problem can be solved. He almost certainly has a normal inherent ability to fall

asleep and remain asleep. This is true even if he has a sleep disturbance such as sleepwalking

or bedwetting. These problems, occurring during sleep or partial waking, are sometimes bigger

management challenges than is sleeplessness, but with the appropriate intervention, they too

can usually be decreased significantly if not resolved completely.How to Tell Whether Your



ChildHas a Sleep ProblemIf your child’s sleep patterns cause a problem for you or for him, then

he has a sleep problem, whether this problem is just an undesirable expression of normal

function or a reflection of an actual underlying emotional or physical “disorder” in the sense of a

true psychological disturbance or a physiological abnormality of body function. Sometimes it is

easy to see that such a problem exists. Other times sleep problems may be less obvious and

easier to miss.It is usually clear that a problem exists, for example, if your child commonly

complains that he can’t fall asleep, or if you find you must be up with him repeatedly during the

night. In fact, the most common problems are easy to recognize. They are: frequent difficulty

falling asleep at bedtime; waking during the night with an inability to go right back to sleep

without parental support or intervention; waking too early or too late in the morning; falling

asleep too early or too late in the evening; difficulty getting up for school or day care; and being

excessively sleepy during the day. Sleep terrors, sleepwalking, and bedwetting are also readily

apparent and quite easy to identify.Your child could also have a sleep problem that you do not

recognize. You may not be able to tell if your child routinely gets too little sleep at night to

function normally during the day or if by sleeping late on weekend mornings he decreases his

ability to learn during the week. You (and his teacher) may think that when he falls asleep every

day in school and on the bus it is because he is bored or unmotivated; in fact, he may not be

getting enough sleep, his sleep may be of poor quality, or he may even have a disorder, such

as narcolepsy, that leaves him unable to stay awake during the day no matter how much sleep

he gets and regardless of his motivation. You may see him as lazy or irritable, not recognizing

that his behaviors are a reflection of poor sleep or of a sleep disorder. You may know he snores

loudly every night, but not realize that the snoring is a sign that he might not be breathing

satisfactorily, a problem that can interfere with his sleep and leave him overtired and irritable

during the day.It is important to remember that poor sleep affects daytime mood, behavior, and

learning. At the same time, you should also know that sleep problems don’t explain all daytime

problems. If you don’t know enough about normal sleep patterns, you may fail to recognize

sleep problems as the cause of your child’s behavioral or learning difficulties, or you may be

tempted to blame these difficulties on poor sleep even when your child’s sleep is perfectly

normal.One of the least obvious problems of sleep is simply not getting enough of it. There is

no absolute way to judge from numbers alone whether the amount of sleep your child gets per

day is appropriate. Figure 1 shows the average amount of sleep children get at various ages

during the night and at nap times. Most children will fall within about one hour of the times on

that chart. After the very early months, total sleep time per twenty-four-hour period drops to

about eleven or twelve hours, diminishing only very gradually after that. The total amount of

sleep differs surprisingly little among children, although the way they choose to distribute it may

differ. One nine-month-old may sleep nine hours at night and take two solid ninety-minute naps.

Another may sleep close to twelve hours at night and nap only briefly during the day.Children

should fall asleep quickly, sleep well at night, wake spontaneously (or at least easily) in the

morning, and nap only as appropriate for their age. If they do all these things and function well

during the daytime, then they are probably getting enough sleep. If it’s always hard to wake

them, or if they sleep an extra hour or two on weekends, then they are almost certainly not

getting enough sleep. This is especially likely if they also sleep inappropriately (or at least get

very sleepy) during the day, or if their behavior and ability to concentrate deteriorate markedly,

typically in the mid- to late afternoon. But each child is different.We can watch a child’s

behavior during the day closely to see if he seems excessively sleepy or cranky, but the

symptoms of insufficient sleep in a young child can be very subtle. If your two-year-old sleeps

only eight hours at night but seems happy and functions well during the day, it is tempting to



assume he doesn’t need more sleep. But eight hours is rarely enough sleep for a two-year-old.

If you can find out why he sleeps so little and make appropriate changes, he will probably sleep

an hour or two longer every night. You may begin to notice an improvement in his general

behavior, and only then will you be aware of the more subtle symptoms of inadequate sleep

that were actually present before you adjusted his sleep schedule. Your child will probably be

happier in the daytime, a bit less irritable, more able to concentrate at play, and less inclined to

have tantrums, accidents, and arguments.FIGURE 1. TYPICAL SLEEP REQUIREMENTS IN

CHILDHOODAdolescents almost never get enough sleep. Teenagers are not likely to wake

spontaneously on school days, and they almost always sleep late on weekends (at least one

hour later than on weekdays, often three to five hours later). When adolescents have the

opportunity to sleep as much as they like every night, they average about nine to ten hours per

night, and that is probably closer to the optimal level for their age.Nighttime wakings are

another potential problem that can be difficult to recognize as “abnormal.” A young child

(between six months and three years old, say) may be getting adequate amounts of sleep at

night even though he wakes several times during the night and has to be helped back to sleep.

Parents say to me, “Tell me if this is normal. If it is, I will continue getting up; but if it is not, then

we would like to do something about it!” I assure them that most healthy full-term infants are

sleeping through the night (which really means that they go back to sleep on their own after

normal nighttime wakings) by three or four months of age. Certainly by six months all healthy

babies can do so.If your baby does not start sleeping through the night on his own by five or six

months at the latest, or if he begins waking again after weeks or months of sleeping well, then

something is interfering with the continuity of his sleep. He should be able to sleep better, and

in all likelihood the disruption can be corrected.Starting with a Basic Understanding of

SleepBefore we begin to discuss specific problems and their solutions, you will need some

background information about sleep itself, which is covered in Chapter 2. Although you don’t

need to be familiar with all the scientific research on sleep, it will be helpful for you to have

some understanding of what sleep really is, how normal sleep patterns develop during

childhood, and what can go wrong. Then you will be better able to recognize abnormal patterns

as they begin to develop, to correct problems that have become established, and to prevent

other problems from occurring.Although the information on sleep in Chapter 2 is not overly

technical, you may be eager to read the later chapters to learn about specific sleep disorders

and their treatments. If that is the case, I suggest that you scan the next chapter first and then

come back to read it more closely once you have identified your own child’s sleep problem.

Most people find the information interesting, and it is especially important for parents who want

to help a child sleep better at night.Chapter 2What We Know About SleepAlthough our

knowledge remains incomplete, a great deal has been discovered about what happens in the

brain during sleep: what areas of the brain become active or quiescent, how cellular activity

changes, and which neurotransmitters (chemicals that carry signals between nerve cells) are

released or blocked. Much has also been learned about the so-called biological clock, a small

group of cells that keeps our sleep-wake cycle running on about a twenty-four-hour rhythm.

This clock controls not only sleep but also variation in just about every other physiological

system throughout the day. The cells that constitute it lie in a primitive area of the brain (the

hypothalamus) that also controls many other important automatic functions such as hunger,

thirst, temperature, and hormone levels.Nevertheless, we do not fully understand why we need

to sleep, what causes us to sleep, and what purposes sleep serves. There can be no single

answer to these questions, in any case, because how you answer them depends on the level at

which you approach sleep and waking. At the most basic level, that of neurophysiology, we can



say we sleep (and wake) because of changes in the brain’s chemical environment and in its

cellular and electrical activity. On a higher level, that of function and behavior, we can say we

sleep because sleep serves a restorative function for our bodies and perhaps our minds. Sleep

certainly is necessary for us to function properly during the day: if we don’t get enough of it we

feel “sleepy,” and this feeling can only be relieved by sleep. Finally, from an evolutionary

perspective, the purpose of sleep lies in the benefits it provides for our survival. We can say, as

various researchers have, that the purpose of sleep is to protect us from nocturnal predators,

to rest the body, to maximize our alertness during the day, or to allow us to process memories.

If we turn the whole question around and ask, “Why do we ever stop sleeping and wake up?”

we could also answer in terms of physiology (because of chemical and electrical changes in

the brain) or of function, behavior, and evolution (we need to be awake to eat, procreate, and

care for our young).Until the 1950s, doctors and other researchers believed that sleep was a

single state distinguishable only from waking. However, we now know that sleep itself is divided

into two distinctly different states: REM (pronounced as a single word, “rem”), or “rapid-eye-

movement” sleep, and non-REM sleep. During non-REM sleep you lie quietly, with a regular

heart rate and breathing pattern; it is probably closest to what we usually think of as “sleep,”

and it provides most of sleep’s restorative properties. There is very little dreaming in this state,

if any, although thoughtlike processes may continue. In REM sleep physiological systems are

much more active, and it is in this state that we do nearly all of our dreaming. During the night

you cycle back and forth between periods of non-REM and REM sleep as well as having the

(usually brief) occasional waking.Non-REM SleepAfter the earliest months of life, non-REM

sleep divides further into four distinct stages. These stages range progressively from

drowsiness to very deep sleep, and they can be identified in the laboratory by monitoring brain

waves, eye movements, and muscle tone.As you begin to fall asleep, you enter Stage I, the

state of drowsiness. Although you are unaware of it, your eyes move about slowly under your

closed eyelids. Your awareness of the external world begins to diminish as well. You have no

doubt had the experience of becoming drowsy in a lecture or meeting. As you nod off, you miss

some of the speaker’s comments, yet you will jerk awake instantly if your name is called or if

your head bends so far forward that you are about to fall off the chair. You might think you

hadn’t been asleep at all if it weren’t for your lapse of awareness. On waking from this drowsy

state, you might remember some thoughts of the kind usually described as “daydreams.” Some

people report seeing or hearing things more like the true dreams that occur during REM sleep,

except that they are shorter, less well formed, and less bizarre.If you allow yourself to continue

the transition through drowsiness toward deeper sleep, you may notice a sudden jerk of your

whole body that actually wakes you briefly and interrupts your descent into sleep. This

“hypnagogic startle” is quite normal, although it does not happen every time we fall

asleep.Drowsiness really represents a transitional state between wakefulness and the more

fully established stages of non-REM sleep, but we can only identify the arrival of the next

stages for certain if we monitor the brain’s electrical activity or “brain waves.” At the onset of

Stage II, short bursts of very rapid activity (called “sleep spindles”) and large, slow waves (“K-

complexes”) begin to appear (see Figure 2. You can still be awakened easily from this stage,

but you may not believe that you had really been asleep, depending on how long you had been

in Stage II, how deep into this stage you were at the time of waking, and, as always, on

variations between individuals. As in a waking from Stage I, you would probably not report any

odd dream images, but you might describe some thoughts or daydreams.As you fall into still

deeper sleep, you enter Stage III and finally Stage IV (similar stages that together can be

thought of as your deep sleep). The smaller and faster brain waves of waking and light sleep



disappear, replaced predominantly by large, slow “delta” waves. Your breathing and heart rate

become very regular, you may sweat profusely, and you will be very difficult to wake. Someone

calling your name will no longer easily rouse you, as they would from Stage II sleep; instead,

you may be oblivious to the sound.FIGURE 2. BRAIN WAVE PATTERNS IN WAKING AND IN

SLEEPHowever, if a stimulus is important enough, you will likely wake even from Stage IV.

Apparently, even in the deepest sleep our minds can still process some outside information.

For example, although it may be difficult to wake you when it is your turn to get up and feed the

baby, shouts of “Fire!” or a child’s screams of pain will rouse you promptly. Yet even though you

will wake in these emergencies, you will initially be confused. You may be aware that you need

to take quick action, but you will have trouble “clearing the cobwebs” from your head so that

you can think clearly and sort out what to do. The difficulty one has making the transition from

Stage IV sleep to alert waking is very significant in several sleep disorders in children, as you

will learn when we discuss sleep terrors, confusional arousals, and sleepwalking (Chapter

13).In non-REM sleep your muscles are more relaxed than when you are awake. You are able

to move (unlike in REM sleep, as we will see), but you lie still because your brain is not sending

movement signals to most of your muscles. Disorders such as sleepwalking and sleep-

associated head banging are exceptions to this rule.REM SleepAfter one or two periods of non-

REM sleep you cycle into REM sleep, a different state entirely. Breathing and heart rate

become irregular. Your reflexes, kidney function, and patterns of hormone release change. Your

body’s temperature regulation systems are impaired, so you do not sweat or shiver. Males have

penile erections in this state; females undergo clitoral engorgement and an increase in vaginal

blood flow. The significance of these genital changes is not known.REM sleep is an active

state. Your body uses more oxygen than it does in non-REM sleep, a sign that you are

expending more energy. More blood flows to your brain, your brain’s temperature increases,

and your brain waves become busy again, resembling a mixture of waking and drowsy

patterns. The mind now “wakes up,” but the wakefulness of the dream state is quite unlike that

of true waking: you respond mainly to signals originating within your own body instead of those

coming from the world about you, and you accept without question the bizarre nature of your

dreams.In this state your muscles have very poor tone, especially in the head and neck, and

you become profoundly relaxed. Most nerve impulses that would otherwise pass down the

spinal cord and out to the muscles are blocked within the spinal cord, so that not only are your

muscles relaxed but much of your body is effectively paralyzed: signals to move may still be

sent out from your brain, but they do not reach your muscles. Only the muscles controlling eye

movements, respiration, and hearing are spared. Because this blockade is not complete, some

of the stronger signals still get through to the muscles, causing frequent small twitches of the

hands, legs, or face. So although REM sleep is very active in terms of metabolic and brain

function, you remain fairly still.(In babies, the blockade of motor impulses is not fully developed:

more impulses get through to the muscles than in an older child or adult. As a result, a young

infant in REM sleep will jerk, grimace, twitch, kick, and even make sounds. Of course, a

newborn cannot get up, walk around, and get into trouble. The inhibitory system and the baby

mature together, so that by six to twelve months of age—that is, by the time the baby can crawl

or walk—most motor impulses are blocked and she stays safely in place.)The most striking

feature of REM sleep is its characteristic bursts of rapid eye movements. During these bursts,

the heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, and blood flow to the brain all increase and

fluctuate irregularly. If you are awakened during one of these bursts, you will almost certainly

report that you were having a dream, and the length of the dream you describe will correspond

roughly to the time you had been in that state. Children as young as two have described



dreams after such wakings. As for younger children, who lack sufficient language to describe

dreams, we cannot know for certain that they do dream or what they dream about. However,

since all the other features of REM sleep are in place at birth, it is reasonable to presume that

even newborns dream. The first dreams are probably very simple repetitions of daily

experiences (sounds, smells, sights); dreams then become more and more complex as higher

brain centers and language develop.We cannot say for sure whether your pattern of eye

movements indicates that you were actually “watching” your dream occur. We suspect that this

is partly true and that at least some of the muscle twitching corresponds to the actions taking

place in the dream. Fortunately, because only a few of the signals to move actually reach your

muscles, you merely twitch a little now and then, rather than getting up and moving about,

dangerously acting out a dream. One thing this tells us is that sleepwalking and sleep terrors

do not result from dreams or nightmares: such complex body movements simply cannot occur

during REM sleep.Some researchers believe that REM sleep has important psychological

functions. Their research suggests that REM dreaming allows us to process daytime emotional

experiences and transfer recent memories into longer-term storage. Such theories remain

unproven. Certainly dreams have emotional significance, but their ultimate importance to the

dreamer remains a mystery. REM sleep must serve some purpose, since we all dream every

night—even those of us who think we don’t—and if we are deprived of REM sleep for several

nights in a row we compensate by getting more REM sleep than usual the next night. Yet, when

people are deprived of most of their REM sleep for long periods of time, as a side effect of

medication, for example, they don’t seem to show any major ill effects. (Humans cannot be

totally deprived of REM sleep, at least not easily. Such studies have been done in animals;

complete elimination of REM sleep led to withering and even death.)Waking a person from

REM sleep can be easy or difficult, depending on how important the waking stimulus is to her

and how involved she is in her dream. So the clock-radio may not wake you immediately from a

really interesting dream; you may even incorporate something you hear on the radio into your

dream. On the other hand, an important stimulus such as a burglar alarm will wake you easily

and, unlike someone awakened from Stage IV sleep, you will become alert quickly.To sum up,

we seem to live in three distinct states. In the waking state we are rational and we can take

care of ourselves and meet our survival needs. In non-REM sleep the body rests and restores

itself while the mind rests. And in REM sleep the mind is again active, but it is not rational and it

is “disconnected” from the body; major body movements do not take place even though the

brain does send out signals to move.One theory suggests that over the course of evolution

REM sleep developed as an intermediate state between non-REM and waking, in which the

mind would “wake up” before being “connected” to the body. An animal in non-REM sleep, lying

quiet and still except for soft regular breathing, would be relatively safe from predators, but a

sudden waking would leave the animal physically active yet confused and disoriented, and thus

vulnerable to attack. An animal that first switched into REM sleep would become more alert,

but with its brain still disconnected from its muscles it could not make any movement or sound

that might alert a predator. Once it was sufficiently alert, the animal could wake fully; the

muscle paralysis would disappear, and it could react appropriately to danger. This capacity to

check for danger may still be important to humans. We all tend to wake up briefly after an

episode of dreaming, and at that moment we are sensitive to anything amiss in our

environment: the smell of smoke, footsteps downstairs, or quiet sobbing from the next room. If

all seems well, we simply return to sleep, and in the morning we probably won’t remember

waking up at all. Young children often cannot return to sleep quickly after these normal

arousals because something seems “wrong” to them—in one typical situation, it feels “wrong”



that they are alone in their crib instead of in a parent’s arms. This common problem is

discussed in detail in Chapter 4.How Sleep Stages Develop in ChildrenSleep patterns begin to

develop in babies even before birth. REM sleep appears in the fetus at about six or seven

months’ gestation, and non-REM sleep follows a month or so later. In the fetus and infant REM

sleep is referred to as “Active Sleep” and non-REM as “Quiet Sleep.” By the end of the eighth

month of gestation, both states are well established.In the newborn, Active Sleep is easy to

identify because the baby twitches and breathes irregularly and you can see her eyes dart

about under her thin eyelids. Sometimes you may also see her smile briefly. In Quiet Sleep she

breathes deeply and lies very still; occasionally you may see fast sucking motions, and now

and then a sudden body jerk or “startle.”Quiet Sleep is still somewhat different from the non-

REM sleep of older children and adults. For one thing, it is undifferentiated: the division into

separate, distinguishable stages comes later. The brain waves in Quiet Sleep show large slow

waves occurring in bursts rather than in a continuous flow. During the first month of life the non-

REM brain waves become continuous and startles disappear. By the time a baby is a month

old, sleep spindles begin to appear, and over the next month or two we can begin to separate

non-REM sleep into lighter and deeper stages. K-complex waves (see Figure 2), characteristic

of mature non-REM sleep, do not appear until a baby is about six months old, although

precursors appear earlier.REM sleep is the earliest stage to form. Premature babies spend 80

percent of their sleep time in this state; in full-term infants it makes up half of their sleep. We do

not fully understand why REM sleep is so prominent in the early stages of development. We do

know that Quiet Sleep requires a certain degree of brain maturation, so one would expect to

see less of that stage in newborns. In REM sleep, the higher centers of the brain receive

stimulation from deeper, more primitive areas. Impulses come up the same sensory pathways

that are used for sight and sound, and perhaps touch, smell, and taste. Later on, such stimuli

are probably incorporated by the brain into dream imagery. While we can know nothing of

infants’ “dreams,” this state might allow the baby’s developing brain to receive sensory input—

to “see” and to “hear”—even before birth. This input might be important to the development of

the higher brain centers.We also know that the baby in the uterus makes no breathing motions

in non-REM sleep. If respiratory movements were never practiced, the child would be born with

no experience at all in using these muscles that are so vital to survival. However, respiratory

motions do occur in REM sleep, and it may be that the baby is also practicing other kinds of

motor activity. Muscular impulses in a fetus are not blocked as completely as they are in

children and adults, so the fetus has some ability to practice actual body movements in REM

sleep. Fortunately for the mother, there is still some blockage of motor impulses during REM

sleep, or the baby might never be still!It may be, then, that REM sleep is most important in the

early months as the fetus and baby develops, and progressively less so with increasing age. In

fact, although at birth a full-term baby spends half of her sleep time in the REM state, only one-

third of her sleep will be REM by age three, and she will reach the adult level of 25 percent by

later childhood or adolescence.Children’s Sleep CyclesDuring a period of sleep, children (and

adults) cycle back and forth between REM and non-REM sleep. Once non-REM sleep has

developed four distinct stages and most of the baby’s sleep time has consolidated into a single

nighttime sleep period, the sequence of sleep stages settles into a cyclical pattern that remains

fairly constant throughout life. It is important to know something about these sleep cycles if you

are to understand the development of normal sleep patterns in your child and the nature of any

sleep problems that may occur.As a child grows from a newborn to an adolescent, the length of

the sleep cycle increases from fifty to ninety minutes; also, the total amount of REM sleep and

the percentage of sleep time spent in REM decrease until they too reach adult values. The total



amount of Stage IV non-REM sleep also decreases throughout childhood and adolescence as

total sleep decreases, but it continues to account for about a quarter of the child’s total sleep.A

newborn enters REM sleep immediately after falling asleep. By about three months of age she

will enter non-REM first, a pattern that will continue for the rest of her life. Unlike adults, who

achieve deep sleep only gradually at the start of the night, young children usually plunge

through drowsiness and the lighter stages of non-REM sleep into Stage IV within a few

minutes (see Figure 3). In youngsters Stage IV is an extremely deep sleep, and waking a child

from that stage may be almost impossible. For example, if your child falls into Stage IV sleep at

night in the car, you can probably carry her into the house, change her into her pajamas, and

put her in bed with only the slightest sign of movement or arousal. Even a child who always

seems to wake when put into her crib after being rocked to sleep will remain asleep as long as

she is not placed into the crib until she has reached Stage IV. And if you wake your child from

Stage IV sleep to go to the bathroom, she may do so in a semi-awake state and then return to

sleep instantly without any recollection of the arousal in the morning. This partial arousal is

very similar to what happens during sleepwalking and sleep terrors (see Chapter 13).A child

remains in Stage IV for about an hour or two. After that she undergoes a brief arousal. This

partial waking may last for only a few seconds or up to several minutes. Her brain waves

change abruptly, showing a mixture of patterns from deep sleep, light sleep, drowsiness, and

waking. She will probably move about, perhaps rubbing her face, chewing, turning over, crying

a little, or speaking unintelligibly. She may even open her eyes for a moment with a blank stare

or sit up briefly before returning to sleep. Occasionally, and briefly, she may even wake fully

before the progression of sleep stages continues.There is actually a spectrum of behaviors that

can occur during these arousals. The mild ones just described are quite normal. More dramatic

behaviors may also occur at these times, including sleepwalking, sleep terrors, and confused

thrashing. These events all occur during partial waking from deep non-REM sleep, and in all of

them the child shows features of both sleeping and waking at the same time. We will discuss

these behaviors at length in later chapters, but for now remember that they are not stimulated

by a dream. As noted above, true dreams, including nightmares, occur only during the REM

state.FIGURE 3. TYPICAL SLEEP STAGE PROGRESSION IN THE YOUNG CHILDAfter the

brief arousal, there follows a period of a few minutes resembling drowsiness or, perhaps, the

beginnings of REM sleep. There may actually be a short REM episode at this point, especially

in adolescents and adults, but young children tend to skip it. The first REM episode, whenever

it appears, tends to be relatively short—five to ten minutes—and not very intense. There are

not many eye movements, and the child’s breathing and heart rates remain fairly

stable.Following this episode of REM or “almost-REM,” the child enters another cycle of deep

non-REM sleep. In young children, the descent back into Stage IV sleep will probably be quite

rapid, although not as rapid as it was in the first cycle. This period of deep sleep lasts between

thirty minutes and two hours (depending, somewhat, on the child’s age), and the arousal that

follows it marks the end of the deep sleep period that characterizes the first third of the night.

Thus, in children, the first three or four hours of the night are spent mainly in very deep sleep

from which the child is not easily roused. Parents are often aware of this fact, because the

period of lighter sleep that follows, with more frequent wakings, may well begin at about the

time they are going to sleep themselves.The arousal that ends the initial three or four hours of

deep sleep will almost certainly be followed by a REM episode lasting five to twenty minutes.

This period of REM sleep may be interrupted by several brief wakings, each followed by a rapid

return to sleep. (In babies, REM sleep is particularly unstable, interrupted fairly frequently by

brief movements and wakings; however, by the time the baby is around six months old, the



inhibition of motor activity is more complete and REM sleep becomes more continuous.)The

REM episode ends with another brief arousal, and the child moves about, adjusts her position,

subconsciously checks to see that everything is normal, then goes back to sleep. This

momentary awakening has several functions. Changing position is important for the health of

skin, muscles, and joints, and the child can check to see that things are the same as when she

went to sleep. It is important to be aware that these wakings occur in all children and adults

and are quite normal. Parents often perceive them as abnormal, especially if the child cannot

return to sleep afterward because the conditions she associates with falling asleep—such as

being rocked or patted—are no longer present. This problem of sleep associations will be

discussed more fully in Chapter 4.The middle part of the night, after the first REM episode,

begins with another period of non-REM sleep followed by another arousal and a longer and

more intense REM episode. Throughout this part of the night, usually lasting about four hours,

the child alternates between progressively longer and more intense periods of REM and

relatively light periods of non-REM sleep. It is during these hours of light sleep, particularly at

the transitions between REM and non-REM sleep, that wakings are most common. Normally

these wakings are brief, but it is also at these times that problems of sleeplessness tend to be

most severe. Even adolescents and adults may notice that they seem to wake more easily in

the middle of the night (to use the bathroom, perhaps) than they do in the morning when their

alarm goes off for the day (see Chapter 9). Some children who are kept in bed too long at night

sleep only at the beginning and the end, and this middle period of light sleep becomes one of

full waking (see Chapter 11).As morning approaches, children descend once more into fairly

deep Stage IV sleep before the final waking; thus the last one or two hours of the night are

often quiet, regardless of what came before. Children who tend to wake for the day directly out

of this Stage IV period may seem to wake unhappy or crying every morning. The crankiness

usually lasts only about ten minutes, and although it may seem worrisome, it is not a cause for

concern. Other children, who reenter lighter Stage II or REM sleep before waking, are more

likely to wake in good spirits. There is nothing you can do to change the sleep state out of

which a child wakes spontaneously.The very deep sleep that children experience at the end of

the night is uncommon at older ages. This isn’t because the capacity for such sleep is lost, but

because adults rarely sleep long enough to allow it to emerge. An adult who sleeps eleven

hours or so, or an adolescent who sleeps late on the weekend, may show the same end-of-the-

night deep sleep typical of young children. A need for deep sleep built up during the day

presumably explains why there is deep sleep at the start of the night, but it does not explain

why there is more deep sleep at the end. The return to deep sleep near morning is an inherent

feature of our sleep cycling system, one controlled by our biological clock (see Chapter 9).This

overview should give you an idea of what is actually happening to your child during the

different stages of sleep during the night. It will also help you decide what state your child is in,

based on when she fell asleep and what her sleep behavior is like at a given time. These

observations will be important as you try to understand what sort of sleep problem your child

has and how to deal with it.Sleep and Waking PatternsAs you read through this section, keep

in mind that the sleep requirements described are only approximate and are not the same for

all children.A newborn baby sleeps about sixteen hours a day, but for no more than a few hours

at a time. She goes through about seven sleeping and waking periods distributed fairly evenly

throughout the day and night. These episodes, which vary from twenty minutes to five or six

hours in length, begin with a period of REM sleep, and, depending on the length of the sleep

time, they show several REM/non-REM cycles. Even when your baby sleeps well for a few

hours, you can usually observe brief arousals. In the early weeks there may seem to be no



pattern to the sleep cycle—shorter and longer periods of sleep and waking are scattered over

each twenty-four-hour period and vary from day to day.When the baby is around three months

old, daytime sleep settles into a three-nap pattern, with the main naps in the midmorning and

midafternoon and, generally, a brief nap in the early evening. (Naps are further discussed

below and in Chapter 12.) By the age of three or four months, your baby still sleeps about

thirteen hours a day, but now her sleep pattern has consolidated into about four or five regular

and predictable sleep periods, with two-thirds of her sleep occurring at night. By now there

should be a clear and appropriate differentiation between day and night. At this age most

infants have “settled,” which means they are now sleeping through most of the night, at least

from a feeding late at night to one in the early morning.By six months almost all infants have

settled, and the periods of continuous nighttime sleep have grown longer. The pattern of

settling varies with each child, of course, and your baby’s nighttime wakings may diminish very

gradually, or she may settle quickly, as if suddenly forgetting the remaining nighttime feedings.

Some babies settle very erratically. In any case, at some point between three and six months,

your baby should be sleeping well at night. A typical six-month-old baby sleeps about twelve or

thirteen hours total. Nighttime sleep typically lasts about nine and a quarter hours (and as long

as eleven hours if daytime naps are short) with only occasional brief wakings. In addition, she

will take two one- to two-hour naps each day, one in midmorning and a second in the

afternoon. (The evening nap is usually dropped at around this age.) On most schedules, the

morning nap will start between 9:30 and 10:30 A.M., and the afternoon nap between 2:00 and

3:00 P.M.At one year, most children are still sleeping close to twelve hours, with nine or ten of

these hours occurring at night. Most youngsters give up their morning nap at this point or within

a few months. The single nap that remains generally follows lunch and occurs at 12:30 or 1:00

P.M., between the times where the two naps had previously been. At the transition to a single-

nap schedule you may see other, related changes. Since the child now stays awake for longer

stretches, sleep may come more easily both at nap time and at night. (This is often particularly

noticeable if there were problems before.) Also, although the second nap may have been

dropped, total sleep time generally does not change: either the remaining nap or the nighttime

sleep lengthens.By age two, your child should still sleep about nine to ten hours at night, with a

one- to two-hour nap after lunch—about eleven and a half hours total. She will probably

continue her afternoon nap until at least age three; some children stop by age two, and others

continue napping up to age five. The dropping of the final nap is the least predictable of all the

developmental changes in napping in the first five years. However, most children stop napping

somewhere between their third and fourth birthdays. Those who tend to sleep longer at night,

perhaps eleven hours, may simply not be able to sleep during the day. A child who develops

this sleep pattern too early may not make it through the day functioning well. Cutting back that

child’s nighttime sleep to nine or ten hours may allow the nap to reemerge (see Chapter 12).

Some children continue napping when the circumstances are especially conducive to sleep (for

example, in the car) or at day care or preschool (where there is strong pressure to lie quietly

during a prescribed rest period) but refuse to nap at home or on the weekends.From age three

to adolescence, children need gradually less and less sleep, but the decrease is smaller and

far more gradual than was previously thought. Once children are past the toddler age they

rarely nap, and they slowly begin to sleep less at night, dropping from about eleven hours in

the preschool years to about ten hours in preadolescence. The years from five to twelve years

of age are really the most wakeful in a child’s life. Children between those ages generally sleep

well at night and “wake well” during the day. The ability to nap in the afternoon is mostly lost

(even in siesta cultures); occasional naps may suggest illness. A child who naps most days,



especially in school, may have a sleep disorder such as narcolepsy (but, as discussed in

Chapter 18, even narcoleptic children at this age may only nap occasionally). Chronic sleep

loss at night can cause napping, but that pattern is unusual in the school-age child; instead, the

more common consequence of insufficient sleep is behavioral change during the day.During

the four years of puberty rapid changes occur in the child’s body, but the total sleep

requirement stays about the same. Children aged fourteen to seventeen still need at least nine

hours of sleep for optimal functioning, but few actually get that much, at least on school

nights.Remember, sleep requirements vary among children and families. However, if your child

is getting one to two hours more or less sleep than the amount shown for her age in Figure 1,

you should at least suspect that her sleep may need adjustment. I hope that the remaining

chapters will help you to decide whether she has a problem and, if she does, to identify the

cause and correct it.The Importance of Biological RhythmsTo understand certain childhood

sleep problems, we need to look beyond the sleep patterns themselves to the biological

systems that control them. The term circadian rhythms refers to biological cycles that repeat

about every twenty-four hours. All of us have many such rhythms. They include patterns of

sleeping and waking, activity and rest, and hunger and eating, as well as fluctuations in body

temperature and hormone release. These cycles must be in harmony if we are to have a sense

of well-being during the day. Our ability to fall asleep and stay asleep is closely tied to the

timing of these cycles. Typically we fall asleep as our body temperature is dropping toward a

daily minimum, and we wake up as it starts rising toward a peak. If we have to wake up at a

time when our temperature level is low, we do so only with great difficulty. Similarly, we have

trouble falling asleep when our body temperature is still high and has not yet begun to fall.It is

important to know that, in all of us, these cycles are inherently somewhat longer than twenty-

four hours. The difference is a matter of only a few minutes. However, exposure to artificial light

in the evening, after sunset, and to artificial darkness in our bedrooms in the morning, after

sunrise, makes the internal clock run still slower, functioning as if its inherent cycle length were

closer to twenty-five hours. We reset the clock’s timing each day through exposure to light in

the morning and darkness at night. However, on weekends or vacations, when our schedules

are more flexible, many of us begin to operate on this twenty-five-hour day: we go to bed later

and get up later. Then we have great difficulty readjusting to the earlier schedule when we

return to work or school. This problem, called a sleep phase delay, is discussed in Chapter

10.Although it is not difficult for us to stay on a twenty-four-hour cycle if we keep to it regularly,

problems arise when our routines are irregular or when we try to sleep at times that conflict

with our sleep-wake rhythms. Shift workers and adolescents, both of whom tend to sleep

different hours on weekdays and weekends, as well as people who travel across time zones, all

suffer the malaise, sleep difficulties, and lack of well-being commonly referred to as “jet lag.”So

do children whose sleep cycles have been disrupted or shifted or whose sleep schedules are

variable, inconsistent, or otherwise inappropriate. These children may sleep poorly at night,

and they may be sleepy or behave badly during the day. It is important to understand this

effect, because treatments for problems related to sleep schedule abnormalities are very

different from those for other sleep disorders. Besides, even when sleep schedule

abnormalities are not the primary problem, their existence often complicates other sleep

problems and must be taken into consideration when planning treatment.The biological

rhythms controlling sleep, the ways they can be affected by inappropriate sleep schedules, the

various sleep problems that can result, and the ways these sleep problems can be treated are

discussed in greater detail in Chapters 9 through 12. For now, remember that normal circadian

rhythm function is necessary for normal sleep and optimal daytime function, and that many



abnormalities having to do with circadian rhythms are quite simple to identify and

correct.Chapter 3Helping Your ChildDevelop Good Sleep PracticesWe all have our own ways

of interacting with our children at sleep times and different means of shaping their sleep habits.

These differences occur among families, ethnic groups, and cultures. The sleeping child may

be swaddled, lightly clothed, or naked; he may sleep in his own room or share a room with

brothers and sisters, or the entire family may sleep in a single room, even in the same bed. The

child may sleep on his stomach, side, or back, in a room that is dark, dimly lit, or brightly

illuminated. It may be quiet, or there may be noise: constant sounds from a humidifier or air

conditioner; intermittent sounds from a radio, television, or traffic outside; or occasional noises

from airplanes, sirens, and other children. He may fall asleep nursing at the breast, sucking on

a bottle or pacifier, rocking in a chair, or lying alone in bed. He may say good night downstairs

and go to bed by himself, or fall asleep only after having a story read to him, saying his

prayers, playing a quiet game, or discussing the day’s events. A child may go to bed at different

times every night with no set routine, or he may follow exactly the same routine each

night.Considerable variation among routines exists, but not all routines work equally well.The

Importance of YourChild’s Bedtime RoutinesAlthough I do believe some bedtime rituals are

better than others, there are few absolute rules regarding sleep behavior. If your routine is

working—if you and your child are happy with it, if he falls asleep easily and night wakings are

infrequent, if he is getting enough sleep, and if his daytime behavior is appropriate—then

whatever you are doing is probably fine.However, it is important to keep in mind that some

routines and approaches are more likely to help your child develop good sleep patterns now

and avoid problems as he gets older. For example, if you are in the habit of rocking your child

to sleep (or rubbing his back, or any similar custom) for twenty to thirty minutes each night, and

you need to repeat the ritual once or twice in the middle of the night to get him back to sleep,

you may actually be interfering with his sleep and delaying his ability to sleep through the night.

Even if you “don’t mind” waking up, I suspect you would be happier if you could simply put him

down easily at bedtime and have him sleep through the night as well. Whether or not you mind

having your own sleep disrupted, you should still be aware that it is in your child’s best interests

to sleep through the night without interruptions. The kinds of bedtime rituals and routines to

consider include all the activities that take place as your child prepares for bed and while he

falls asleep. If he is an infant, you probably change his diaper and then hold him until he falls

asleep. Perhaps you rock him and nurse him until sleep comes, then move him to the cradle,

crib, or bed. Or your infant may still be awake when you put him down, so that he falls asleep

on his own. Generally any of these patterns are fine in the first few months, when you cannot

expect your baby to sleep through the night anyway. But by about three months of age most full-

term healthy infants are able to sleep through most of the night. If your baby still has more than

one or two nightly wakings at that age, or if he still hasn’t “settled” (started sleeping through the

entire night) by five or six months, then you should take a close look at his bedtime routines. If

your child is always nursed or rocked to sleep, he may have difficulty going back to sleep alone

after normal nighttime arousals. To help him sleep better at night, you may have to change

some of his routines. For instance, it is very important for some children to be put down awake

so that they can learn to settle themselves and fall asleep alone both at bedtime and after

nighttime wakings (see Chapter 4).As your child gets older, bedtime routines remain important.

If bedtime is pleasant, your child will look forward to it instead of becoming fussy when the time

approaches. Bedtime rituals differ, of course, and you should choose a routine that suits your

family, but make sure you always allow enough time to spend with your child each night. Follow

the routine as consistently as you can. Your child should know when he has to change into his



pajamas, brush his teeth, and go to bed. He should know what bedtime activities are planned

and how much time will be spent on them, or how many stories will be read.Bedtime is often a

time of separation that can be difficult for many children, especially young ones. Simply

sending a toddler or young child off to bed alone is not fair to him, and he may even find it

scary. It also means you will miss out on what could be one of the best times of the day. So set

aside ten to thirty minutes to do something special with your child before bed. The final routine

should take place in the room where your child sleeps so he will learn to look forward to going

there. If it takes place elsewhere, then he’ll learn that he must leave that pleasant place to go to

bed, and the bed or bedroom can take on negative associations, signaling the end of that

happy interactive period and perhaps the start of a separation. If a child is to fall asleep alone,

it should be the parents who leave: he should stay where he just had an enjoyable time. Avoid

teasing, scary stories, and anything else that will excite your child at this time—save the

wrestling and tussling for other times of the day. You might both enjoy a discussion, quiet play,

or story reading.But let your child know that your special time together will not extend beyond

the time you have agreed on and then stick to those limits. It’s a good idea to tell your child

when the time is almost up or when you have only two or three more pages to read. Don’t give

in to demands for an extra story: your child will learn the rules only if you enforce them. If both

you and he know exactly what is going to happen, you’ll avoid the arguments and tension that

can arise when there is uncertainty (see Chapter 5).Paul is a four-year-old boy. His father

leaves for work early in the morning and doesn’t see Paul until dinnertime. He likes to be the

one to put his son to bed; if he weren’t, the two would not have any time together until the

weekend. So the period from seven o’clock to eight o’clock each night is special for both of

them.At seven, they play together with Paul’s racing cars or Lego set for about twenty-five

minutes; in warm weather they sometimes play outside. Paul’s father tells him when it is about

7:25, and then the bedtime routine begins. Paul has a bath and his father helps him put on his

pajamas. Often they read a pleasant children’s novel, one chapter each night. Both Paul and

his father look forward to the night’s reading, and Paul enjoys the bedtime routine rather than

resisting it. Paul’s father warns him when only a few pages remain in the chapter. When the

reading is over for the evening, the light goes off and the night-light is turned on. Paul kisses

his father good night, curls up with his stuffed monkey, lets his father leave the room, and goes

to sleep.In later years, your child will still appreciate having some time with you before he goes

to sleep. He needs close, warm, personal time, something that simply watching television

together, for instance, will not provide: even if the shows are not exciting or scary—which is

unlikely—and even if you are sitting next to him, the lack of direct personal interaction makes

this bedtime routine a poor one. Instead, use the time to discuss school events, plans for the

weekend, soccer, dance class, after-school programs, or music lessons. It might also be helpful

to talk about any worries your child may have, so he will be less likely to brood over them in

bed. (Use common sense, however: in some cases, it may be better to have that discussion

during the day, to avoid giving him something new to worry about at bedtime.) As your child

gets older, you can begin to vary the bedtime ritual from night to night. Some nights you may

enjoy a walk outside, a trip for ice cream, a board game, Ping-Pong (if it isn’t too exciting), or

helping with homework.An eleven- or twelve-year-old may already want privacy as he readies

himself for bed: he may want to read, listen to music, or spend time on a hobby before he turns

out the light. But do stop in to say good night and chat for a while. A final routine before bed is

still important, even though he can now handle everything himself. He should see that you still

enjoy that time with him, that you remain available to help with problems or concerns, and that

ultimately you are still the one in charge, preventing his routines from going too long or



otherwise becoming inappropriate.Emily, eleven, has a good bedtime routine. After dinner she

finishes her homework, practices piano, and sometimes calls a friend on the telephone. She

and her mother, a single parent, then spend some time together. They like to build things—a

birdhouse or a picture frame—and they are currently working on a giant jigsaw puzzle. While

they work, they get a chance to talk. At about nine o’clock, Emily changes for bed and begins

to read while listening to music. Her mother stops in for a few minutes to discuss plans for the

next day, and at 9:30 Emily turns off the light and the stereo and goes to sleep.Of course, not

all nights in Paul’s and Emily’s homes are quiet and pleasant, but most are, and major

disruptions at bedtime are rare. If bedtimes in your home are usually unpleasant and full of

struggle, the solution may be to establish more pleasant and consistent routines. At first that

may not seem easy to do, and your child may resist for a while. But if you persist, both you and

your child will grow to enjoy the bedtime routines, and the struggles will be over. It is certainly

worth the effort.“Back to Sleep”: Reducing the Risk of SIDSBecause of the relationship

between sudden death in infants and features of sleep position and environment, this chapter’s

discussion of good sleep practices must include a discussion of Sudden Infant Death

Syndrome, or SIDS, and related conditions. SIDS is the most common cause of death in

babies between one month and twelve months old. The term SIDS is defined as the sudden

death of an infant younger than one year of age that remains unexplained despite thorough

medical investigation. We presume that breathing stops (although we don’t know why), and

eventually so does the heart. Nine out of ten cases occur in the first six months, with a peak

between two and four months. Although no single cause has yet been determined, we do know

of some practices and circumstances that can affect the level of risk. Among the factors known

to increase the risk of SIDS are late or nonexistent prenatal care, prematurity and low birth

weight, and maternal smoking during pregnancy. Some ethnic groups, such as African-

Americans and Native Americans, are particularly vulnerable, and boys are affected more often

than girls. Some studies suggest that breast-feeding offers some protection against SIDS, but

the effect is slight if it is even present at all; not all studies confirm this finding—although most

agree that breast-feeding is beneficial for other reasons—and the apparent effect, when

present, may be due to other factors such as less smoking among women who breast-

feed.Sleeping in the prone (facedown) position, however, has been shown to increase risk

significantly. So, unless your doctor specifically tells you to do otherwise, always place your

baby on his back to sleep. Placing him on his side is better than facedown, but it is best for him

to lie on his back. The American Academy of Pediatrics began recommending supine (faceup)

sleep in 1992, and in 1994, along with other groups, it began the Back to Sleep campaign,

aimed at making supine infant sleep the rule. Since then the proportion of U.S. infants sleeping

facedown has decreased from more than 70 percent to about 20 percent, and the incidence of

SIDS has decreased by more than 40 percent—a truly dramatic improvement for such a simple

change.At first, some parents and pediatricians feared that babies who slept on their back

might choke if they vomited, but this has proved not to be a problem. A temporary flattening of

the back of the head can occur, particularly if the child always sleeps with his head in the same

position. To avoid it, place the baby’s head so that he sometimes faces a little one way and

sometimes a little the other, and turn the baby or crib so that the door or light is not always in

the same direction. In any case, SIDS is a much more serious risk, and this flattening is

generally harmless and usually corrects itself over time.Supine positioning is only important

when the baby is asleep. During the daytime while awake, prone periods (“tummy time”) and

periods held upright (“cuddle time,” as opposed to excessive time in car seats and “bouncers”)

are important for upper-body motor development and to further avoid flattening of the back of



the head.By around five or six months of age, most babies can turn from their backs to their

stomachs (they should have learned to turn from their stomachs to their backs a few weeks

earlier). After this point, you can no longer assure supine sleep, but by this time the risk of

SIDS is low anyway.Other aspects of the infant’s sleep environment can also pose a risk to the

baby. It’s dangerous to allow a baby to sleep on a surface not designed for infant sleep,

especially extremely soft ones—a soft chair or sofa, a waterbed, a pillow, a comforter, a quilt,

or a sheepskin. Such soft surfaces under a baby, or loosely tucked-in bedding over a baby,

pose a risk of suffocation. Poorly chosen places for the infant to sleep can create a risk of

entrapment, in which the baby’s face is caught between a mattress and a wall or bed frame, or

between cushions. Sleeping together with a parent, particularly one who is overweight or

whose own ability to wake is impaired by drugs or alcohol, not only increases the risk of

entrapment against the parent but also adds the danger of “overlying,” where the sleeping

parent rolls on top of the infant. The more people in bed with the infant, the less room there is

for the baby and the greater the risk. Improper bed surfaces and bedding, bed placement, and

adjacent walls and furniture, common in a parent’s bedroom, may increase the risk

further.Cigarette smoking in the home, especially in the same room as the baby, can double or

triple the likelihood of death from SIDS. Overheating, another risk factor, can be avoided by

clothing the infant properly for sleep, keeping the room temperature at a level comfortable for a

lightly clothed adult, and avoiding inappropriate bedding. If a baby is clothed properly and the

room kept at a comfortable temperature, blankets can often be avoided altogether.

“Overbundling” in clothes and bedding, and subsequent overheating, may be one reason why

SIDS is more common in the colder months. (Seasonal increases in respiratory infections may

be another.)Finally, based on a small number of studies reporting decreases in SIDS among

infants who fall asleep with a pacifier, the American Academy of Pediatrics recommended in

their 2005 guidelines* that parents consider offering their infants a pacifier at bedtime and nap

times. The specific recommendations are:During the first year, “the pacifier should be used

when placing the infant down for sleep…. If the infant refuses the pacifier, he or she should not

be forced to take it.” (No recommendation was made for or against its use while awake.)The

pacifier should “not be reinserted once the infant falls asleep,” since the studies did not find

loss of protective effect if the pacifier falls out once the baby is sleeping.“Pacifiers should be

cleaned often and replaced regularly” and “should not be coated in any sweet solution.”“For

breastfed infants, delay pacifier introduction until one month of age to ensure that

breastfeeding is firmly established.”Additional studies should clarify the value of these

recommendations (you can always check the Academy’s Web site, www.aap.org, for the

complete and newest guidelines). The period from two to six months of age is the most

important, since after that the risk from SIDS is quite low and the likelihood of pacifier-related

middle-ear infections increases. It’s not clear how pacifiers protect against SIDS, if the effect is

even real. It could be that pacifiers keep the mouth clear of soft bedding. Or the protective

effect could be due to the increase in wakings known to occur among babies using pacifiers—

in other words, the increase in safety may come at the expense of worsened sleep. Pacifier-

caused sleep problems are described in Chapter 4.Should Your Child Sleep in Your Bed?The

practice of “co-sleeping,” where the child sleeps in bed with his parents, is probably the single

most controversial topic related to pediatric sleep. Some argue that it is always best for the

child, while others argue that it is never appropriate. Each camp warns that the other’s position

threatens psychological and even physical harm to the child.Over the more than twenty-five

years I’ve spent working with families and children with sleep problems, I’ve come to the

conclusion that children can sleep quite well under a surprisingly wide range of conditions. As



long as the children are sleeping well, there is little evidence that any of these ways is

inherently better for them psychologically than the others. Children do not grow up insecure

just because they sleep alone or with other siblings, away from their parents; and they are not

prevented from learning to separate, or from developing their own sense of individuality, simply

because they sleep with their parents. Whatever you want to do, whatever you feel comfortable

doing, is the right thing to do, as long as it works. I do not presume to dictate parents’ child-

rearing philosophies. As long as they don’t choose a path that I think will be harmful to their

youngster, I will work with them according to their choice. The techniques may vary somewhat,

but most problems can be solved regardless of the philosophical approach chosen. No choice

is irreversible: parents are free to try one approach, and then change their minds if they find it

did not work as well as they had hoped. If the path chosen is working well for everyone

involved, it is probably fine; but if anyone is unhappy or not sleeping well, then the choice

should probably be rethought.Much importance has been attached by some to the fact that

some form of co-sleeping predominated as our species evolved and persists in those cultures

that remain socially and economically most “primitive.” Although this is perhaps an interesting

fact, it tells us little about how children should sleep in modern cultures. Certainly we should

not return to the circumstances of our early ancestors (where most infants died before their

first birthday) and move our children out of heated homes into caves, have them sleep on the

ground or on floors or mats instead of on mattresses, and eliminate medical care, sanitation,

and most clothing. Clearly, pre-modern practices are not always the best ones.Furthermore, in

many co-sleeping communities, custom dictates that women and young children sleep

together, older boys and men elsewhere. Privacy needs are different as well, since sexual

encounters in these communities are usually not activities for the bedroom but, instead,

routinely take place in the fields. Few Westerners, if any, would advocate either of these

practices today.We live in very different circumstances from those that existed when our

species first evolved. That does not mean we should always do the opposite of what was done

in the Stone Age, but it does mean that there are other factors to consider, including how we

live now. Basically, as this applies to children’s sleep, it means you are free to choose the way

that best suits you and your philosophy of parenting.Children generally fall asleep quickly and

sleep soundly at night, regardless of where they sleep. In the absence of any problems, most

are asleep 98 percent to 99 percent of the time from lights out to final waking—that is, they are

awake only a tiny fraction of that time, perhaps five to ten minutes during the night in all. Even

during those five or ten minutes, they are drowsy, usually barely aware of anything other than

the need to find a comfortable position and return to sleep. Thus, for most of the night children

are not conscious of where they are or of who else is or is not with them.But they are awake

and aware most of the daytime: it is then that they need loving and nurturing adults constantly

available. They need to know that their parents will be nearby, taking care of them, while they

sleep, so they won’t get anxious at each waking. But when they are asleep, they are oblivious

to their parents’ whereabouts, which is why many parents respond to their children’s wakeful

crying at night but sneak away when the child is asleep again.The majority of the families I

work with have chosen to have their children sleep alone. Many parents who co-sleep would

prefer not to but do so because of financial or space constraints, or because co-sleeping

seems to be the only way they can get any sleep themselves. Still others choose the partial

alternative to co-sleeping of keeping a bassinet or crib, designed for infant sleep and safety, in

their rooms in the early months. But I have also had the pleasure of working with many families

who chose co-sleeping for sound philosophical reasons, and most have been quite happy with

their choice.Before you make this decision, there are certain considerations you should take



into account. The decision should be yours, made by the parent or parents, and based on your

own personal philosophies, not on pressure from your child or from anyone else. Another

family’s good or bad experience with co-sleeping or sleeping separately should not influence

your decision: your child is not theirs, and your family is not the same. Finally, and very

important, if you choose co-sleeping, you must plan when and how to stop. Far too many

families start co-sleeping early, assuming it will stop on its own at some point, and then find

themselves years later with a five-, seven-, ten- or twelve-year-old that they “can’t get out of”

their bed. The parents are unhappy and the child is embarrassed, feeling “different” and unable

to host or attend sleepovers. At that point most children want to leave their parents’ bed even

more than the parents want them to go.If one parent favors co-sleeping and the other is

against it, either choice can lead to anger and frustration. If neither of you prefers to co-sleep

but you do so because your child “demands” it, then you are probably making a poor choice for

the long run. If your child sleeps with one of you and the other parent sleeps elsewhere, all of

you may feel that the child has forced a separation and has replaced one parent as the other

parent’s partner. Whether the decision was made out of compassion or out of desperation, it

can lead to anger toward your spouse and toward your child. When you are angry and tired, it

is difficult to nurture your child during the day and difficult to make rational decisions at night. I

have worked with many such families who tell me that they will continue co-sleeping if that is

the only “solution,” but that they will not consider having more children.Specific Issues Related

to Co-sleepingAdvantages and DisadvantagesCo-sleeping provides several potential

benefits:Constant closeness whenever the child is awake. Children may like this, and many

parents enjoy this feeling as well.Immediate support for any nighttime separation concerns or

other anxieties or difficulties.The ability to nurse, and to respond to other nighttime wakings,

quickly and without getting up.More time to spend with the child.Possibly better sleep for both

the child and the parents, if the child was sleeping poorly to begin with.Co-sleeping also has

potential drawbacks:There may be a slight increase in the risk to the infant from SIDS and

related causes.Parents may sleep poorly if their children are restless sleepers.Parents may

end up sleeping in separate rooms, and they may become angry at their child or with each

other.Children’s and adults’ sleep cycles do not coincide.Parents may have to go to bed at a

very early hour, with their children, and be left with little time for their own evening activities and

unable to use a babysitter for even the occasional night out.Certain sleep problems that arise

(namely those based on patterns of parent-child interaction) may be more difficult to

correct.Parents have little privacy.
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CAB, “Works amazingly with a few key factors to consider. First of all: Ferber is not a monster

who lets babies cry themselves to sleep. If you give this book a chance you will see that. Since

being born and after 12 months of dealing with our baby waking up every 1 to 2 hours and not

knowing how to fall back asleep on their own, we tried the techniques in this book and saw

results from the very first night to the tune of our baby sleeping for 10 hours straight for the first

time since he was born! And the results just kept getting better and the crying almost

completely went away. For those on the fence about Ferber, there are however several keys to

successfully implementing his techniques. The first and most important is both husband and

wife need to be on board for keeping discipline to practice the techniques in the book. If one or

the other can't take baby crying as they adjust to new sleeping conditions that do not require

help from Mom or Dad, this book won't be of any help and will be the source of heated

arguments putting unnecessary pressure on your marriage. The second key is consistency. If

you do this for a few weeks and think your baby's sleep troubles are solved, it's likely your baby

will regress back to the "easier" conditions that baby formerly preferred to sleep under (i.e.

conditions where someone needs to wake up whenever baby wakes up to satisfy whatever

condition(s) baby has been trained to think they need to fall back asleep). This will lead to no

one in the house being happy. The final key which combines both the above keys is



maintaining the same schedule every day to the best of everyone's ability. It's easy to fall out

any routine, but if you slip on baby's routine, this will directly affect their ability to sleep. I'm

sorry to say while my wife and I maintained discipline for the first 3 weeks on this book and our

baby was sleeping through the night for 9 to 10 hours without our help, after 3 weeks my wife

who had been struggling with how quickly our baby showed he did not need anyone's help

reverted to going in at the sound of any whimper and after 3 or 4 days of this she's back to

sleeping on the floor every night with our baby who again is waking up every hour or two and

needing her to cuddle him back to sleep. While this is the exact type of sleeping arrangement I

thought we were trying to avoid, this is proof to me that while the techniques in this book work,

if both Mom & Dad are not on board your baby will revert back to whatever conditions they

formerly fell asleep under and you'll have to start all over again. I hope my advice can be of

help to others. Good luck!”

Brittany, “This book saved my life. My gynecologist actually recommended this book to me after

me complaining about the lack of sleep I was getting from our 4 month old. Being a working

mom and having to be to work at 6AM everyday was taking a tole on me. I bought the book

and didn’t read it for a few weeks until one night my son had woken up 8 times in the middle of

the night. I decided that was it and I wasn’t going to push off reading this book any further, so I

started reading it. Got through the 2nd chapter where it talks about sleep and different sleep

cases. We followed the chart on page 74 and it literally only took us 2-3 days and our soon to

be 5 month old (who is breastfed) was sleeping through the night- NO ISSUES! It was a

miracle! I thought for awhile it was a fluke and that he would return to waking up several times,

but he’s 7 months old now and our life has changed. To be honest, I never finished the book,

maybe one day I will? Anyways- I HIGHLY recommend this book if you’re experiencing sleep

trouble with your little one.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Just like everyone else: WHY DIDN'T I DO THIS SOONER?!. I'll just sit

here and wait for you to write your 5 star review after reading the book. Go ahead. I'll wait.Yup,

as a first time mom, I thought "She'll sleep through the night at 3 months. Ok 4 months. OK SIX

MONTHS. OMG PLEASE SLEEP FOR THE LOVE OF GOD MOMMY NEEDS HER SLEEP."

So after trying solids and routines and blah blah blah, I finally gave in and read the book and

did everything Ferber suggested. And 4 days later, BOOM. Sleep training complete. 9.5 hours

of pure blissful uninterrupted SLEEP.A few things. Babies can sleep through the night around 3

months, but do what feels right. 6 months felt right for us.When you have a child that sits up in

the crib and cries, and you want them to go back to sleep, do not pick them up to lay them

down! Just rub their back and walk out.If their diaper is soaked and waking them up: feed them

liquids earlier and spread it out. I nurse my daughter a little an hour before bed, then solids,

then nurse a little more right before bed. Then I change her before she gets in the crib (this

wakes her up but she's still drowsy). I also switched to overnight diapers. This solved a lot of

our problems.Last, this is an easy read. And very relatable to every persons situation.”

Violet, “This book was a life saver. Book was in good condition, as stated by the seller.The

book itself worked extremely well for our 1 year old. She slept in her own cot in her own room

for the first time ever from day 1 of training. This isn't a miracle fix, you have to work at it and

commit. The information and explanations helped ease our anxiety too as you can understand

why and how these methods help.”

M. J. Robinson, “Highly recommended.. Brilliant value. Arrived in record time. Content is very



clear and provides the necessary level of detail to explain the reasons behind the sleeping

issues. Would highly recommend this to any parent that is experiencing sleeping problems with

their child.”

Florian D, “Perfect. Perfect. I recommend”

Adam J Westra, “Worked for twins!. My wife and I were surprised to find out how polarized this

question is. The sleep training approach is largely misunderstood from the outside, especially

when presented from the perspective of attachment theory, which wrongly portrays it as cruel

and ineffective. In our experience, attachment theory (e.g. Sears) gave terrible advice for

sleeping: just keep intervening more and more to "reinforce the bond" - but the interventions

were just getting more frequent and ineffective. We read the Ferber book and it completely

changed out perspective. Ferber explains the physiology of children's sleep (sleep cycles

during day and night; phases of sleep, etc.), which is indispensable for understanding what's

going on, planning naps, etc.. He also explains the psychology of how babies fall asleep using

certain associations, which is the key to his approach: since they are quick learners, these

associations can be changed from ones involving parental interventions (e.g. bottle, rocking,

patting back, etc.) to ones that the child has control over (e.g. alone in crib with lovey and

blanket). Like a friend of ours put it: teaching - or rather allowing your children to learn - how to

fall asleep on their own is one of the greatest gifts you can give them. No question in my mind

that sleep training our twins was the right choice. Not only was the 3-4 night process itself

nowhere near as bad as we had feared, but the results speak for themselves: our girls are now

calm and secure when we put them in their crib, they sleep peacefully through the night, and

thanks to the better rest the whole family is in much better spirits. In summary, even if you have

not yet decided to try the Ferber method, you should certainly read the book in order to make

an informed decision, and at the very least you are sure to learn valuable scientific information

about babies'/children's sleeping about along the way.”

The book by Richard Ferber has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,199 people have provided feedback.
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